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Abstract

Research funded by the Orange, Cabonne, and Blayney local government areas (OCB) and the NSW Department of State and Regional Development highlighted potential for industry-based networks / clusters to promote sustainable regional development. This paper reports the results of a pilot study within the mining and engineering industry sector in the OCB region in response to the above. The literature suggests that it is difficult to initiate associations (particularly networks) between businesses without social and regional embeddedness. The responses in this study suggest that although there are acknowledged benefits to networking there is much to be done to achieve a positive networking outcome. Overall, it appears that participant expectations of ‘networking’ had a little more in common with the theoretical definition and characteristics of networking than with those of ‘clusters’. On the other hand, participant hopes for ‘networking’ also lie in improved access to labour markets and suppliers, and their differing perceptions of the importance of membership are closer to expectations normally attached to clusters. Further work will need to be carried out to identify a structure of association that best meets the needs of participants.
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I. Background

In December 2001, the local government areas of Orange, Cabonne and Blayney (OCB) prepared a Local Enterprise Development Strategy, the underlying goal of which was the promotion of sustainable economic development within the OCB region through the expansion of existing business and the attraction of new businesses and investment.

In 2002/03 the OCB received funding under the Commonwealth Regional Assistance Program to undertake research on the regional economy, identify industry networks, and undertake a SWOT analysis of potential cluster models. The Western Research Institute was commissioned to undertake the study; their report was released in June 2003 and encompassed an overview of the economic performance and trends within the OCB region, and a brief macro-level analysis of the environmental services, transport and logistics, and viticulture industry networks.

Additional funding was received from the State and Regional Development Corporation in October 2003 to conduct more specific research into the mining and engineering industry network. This involved the mapping of key network participants, identifying skill strengths and gaps, examining the recruitment and retention of labour, and classifying relationships between sector participants. The report also recommended three potential ‘networking’ models to facilitate development in the mining and engineering industry network, namely:

- The Skills Incubator: A model where small business sector participants train personnel before moving to the larger participants in the industry, with the larger participant to provide training support or salary assistance. This model is of benefit when there is a willing dominant participant in the sector.

- Industry Network: This model establishes strong links with industry, schools, training and education providers and local government to build competitive advantage. Such collaboration would involve the sharing of new skills and expertise, develop economies of scale, undertake joint marketing initiatives, trade missions, and tendering activities. This model requires a strong industry body and / or project manager to implement the network.
• Training Brokers: This model involves dedicated case-managers working with schools to assist school leavers make informed choices about various careers. This model requires extensive support and guidance and ongoing contact with trainees and would improve the current 50% retention rate in this sector in OCB region.

In November 2003 the authors were invited to assist the OCB further investigate the various industry network models and to assist in the development and implementation of a preferred model for the OCB region.

Preliminary work by the authors included a review of literature on industry network clusters, and the preparation of a series of discussion papers on potential collaborative projects before the investigation into the viability of a cluster network within the mining and engineering industry network.

II. Literature Review


This literature reveals the importance of distinguishing between networks and clusters when considering the value of the clusters concept to a given industry or location.

Networks can be defined as groups of companies joining together to achieve economic goals they would not otherwise be able to achieve (Rosenfeld 2005, 5). That is, they “network to produce more complex goods, extend their market outreach, acquire costly resources or services, or simply reduce costs” (Rosenfeld 2005, 5).
Networks in the US have been established to provide the social infrastructure needed to create the trust and reciprocity that enables businesses to work together (Rosenfeld 2005, 5). Membership and cooperation are key criteria for success. The most important trait of a network is a relatively homogenous system of values and views, which is an expression of an ethic of work and activity, of the family, of reciprocity and of change. The system of values that prevails in the region should develop through time. Overall, the literature suggests it is challenging to initiate network formation, especially from scratch, because the relational mix and expectations is unique for each firm. Embeddedness of social and regional values are an important feature of the formation process. It takes time to build a network from scratch because the relational mix and expectations is likely to be unique for each firm.

Overall, a successful industry network is a structured process that engages industry leaders and active industry players to the extent that they take responsibility for the future of their industry and to develop initiatives to accelerate growth.

Definitions of 'cluster' vary significantly, but can be summarised as being geographical concentrations of interconnected companies and institutions in particular fields (c.f. Porter 1990; Porter 2001) that are large enough to generate externalities (Rosenfeld 2005, 5). Within clusters, relationships can be both cooperative and competitive; agreements between participants are based on social norms and reciprocity; value adding comes from external economies, and major benefits include access to suppliers, services and labour markets (Rosenfeld 2005, 5). Location and proximity to each other is considered more critical than membership of the cluster (Rosenfeld 2005, 5).

The key aim of the collaborative nature of a cluster is the provision of greater gains and incentives than is possible for a business operating in isolation, thereby addressing market failures and/or supporting developments that build on a region’s strengths and opportunities. Economies of scale are another important benefit.

Foundational to a successful cluster is a close alignment with local factors, including quick and efficient access to key inputs, lower transaction costs, more informal interactions and less protracted contract negotiations where 'chance' opportunities are
managed / shared amongst collaborating firms. Successful clusters are most likely to be built on existing strengths of the region, i.e. from the existing supply chains within the region, utilising the capacity of local universities and research institutions, and mobilising a collaborative effort of local business, education and government leaders. Often this requires identifying the key drivers of a region using an industry network cluster approach that involves tracing the supplier-buyer linkages (or value chains) within a region.

Overall the literature highlights a fundamental paradox that the enduring competitive advantages in a 'global' economy lie increasingly in the 'local' knowledge, relationships, and motivation – inputs that distant and larger rivals cannot match. Geographic, cultural and institutional proximity leads to improved access, closer relationships, better information, powerful incentives, and other advantages in productivity and innovation that are otherwise difficult to tap.

### III. The Pilot Project

#### 3.1 Aims and objectives of the project

The primary objective of the pilot study was to conduct exploratory research in the mining and engineering sector of the OCB region to identify the existence of any economic and social clustering and to ascertain the extent to which businesses within the sector saw a need for a cluster. The research also aimed to determine the potential for a mining and engineering industry cluster, identify a preferred cluster model, and establish expectations of potential participants and their perceived drivers of success. This was achieved through the pilot study that:

- identified the key economic, social, and environmental factors that influence the development of industry networks and/or clusters,
- linked these factors with current literature on cluster development (both within Australia and internationally), and
- identified industry perceptions of participation in a potential network and/or cluster, including willingness to join a cluster.

To achieve these outcomes, the project asked four core questions:

- How far has the mining and engineering progressed in network development?
• What is their current level of interest in industry networking?
• If such network/s were to be established, what would be their preferred structure and function?
• What roles would the various participants, including the councils, local industry bodies and sector businesses, play in the establishment and ongoing growth of the networks?

3.2 Methodology
The project was necessarily of an explorative nature. There was a need to obtain an understanding of how the business was operating together with an in-depth appreciation of clusters from the perspective of the businesses involved. Moreover, there was likelihood that the information gathered would vary considerably between respondents. For a number of reasons, a survey of respondents that comprised both quantitative and qualitative questions was considered the most appropriate.

The key benefits of the proposed methodology were:
• the provision of the dual benefit of research rigour whilst delivering practical outcomes and recommendations,
• the identification of key attitudinal and skill drivers, motivators and barriers for successful implementation, and
• to enable the project team to develop a deeper understanding of the various learning styles, group dynamics, and personality types evident within a cluster that can be incorporated into the design of future network formation.

The survey comprised sections on:
1. business overview, including primary activity of business, location of business, location of greatest turn-over, sources of staff,
2. business workforce, including identification of skill gaps and reasons for skill gaps,
3. existing industry networks, including who is involved in those networks, what the networks are used for, and how frequently they are used,
4. future plans for the business, and
5. Business preferences for future networking, including potential advantages and disadvantages, and preferred structure and functioning of networks.

Based on the information gained from the existing OCB database, all businesses within the Orange, Cabonne and Blayney shires belonging to the mining and engineering sector were identified. There were 43 businesses identified and business owners/managers were forwarded a survey that comprised questions on the nature of the business, current workforce issues, existing industry networks, future plans for the business, including impediments to further growth, and perceptions of future networks, including advantages and disadvantages, preferred structure and willingness to participate.

Within two weeks of dispatch, the project officer rang the business’s contact person and arranged a time to go through the survey over the phone. The project officer subsequently completed the interview, then coded and inputted the data into MSEXCEL. Completed surveys were received from 13 respondents, thereby providing a 30% response rate.

IV. Results and Discussion

Survey results are not provided in detail due to space restrictions. The following summarises the key findings of the collated results and discusses them in light of the literature.

4.1 Overview of participation businesses

All businesses involved in this study are engaged in one or more aspects of engineering, with the vast majority located in Orange LGA, i.e. the main local regional centre. In addition to the location, sourcing of raw materials, staff, and business are also largely domiciled in this centre.

Noticeable by their absence were all mining companies contacted as potential participants, and businesses located in Blayney. The formers’ absence is unfortunate as this sector are particularly vulnerable to labour shortages, are major employers of labour within the shires, and also represent a large portion of the turnover of smaller participants in the mining and engineering sector.
There is an apparent lack of direct competition between participant businesses in terms of output, but direct competition in terms of labour and resources.

With 75% of responding businesses indicating a shortage of labour, particularly skilled labour, it is apparent that this is a major problem – not unexpected given earlier research by the Western Research Institute and a key premise of the current project. The reasons for these skill gaps are many, the most common being staff moving to other jobs within the mining and engineering sector (notably to the main mining companies). Further research needs to be undertaken to explore reasons why staff move between jobs; if ‘poaching’ between businesses is apparent, this is likely to pose a significant threat to the establishment of trust between businesses so essential to successful networking and/or cluster development.

4.2 Future plans for business growth, and current impediments
Seventy-five percent of participating businesses are planning to expand their businesses over the next five years, within the OCB region and the wider Central West and to a lesser extent the remainder of the state, interstate, and overseas. This will have major implications for employment (i.e. it is likely to increase) and continuing difficulties in sourcing raw materials, particularly within the region.

A number of impediments to growth were identified, all of which are consistent with the literature, including competition, lack of capital, lack of skilled staff, pending retirement, and lack of access to markets. Competition at various levels of the value chain was the most frequently identified problem.

Participating businesses identified three key areas of assistance that would be of benefit to growing their businesses: changes in government policy, improved education and labour supply, and assistance with marketing. Industry networking was identified as a means of addressing all of these issues.

4.3 Current level of interest in industry networking
There is little doubt that various approaches to addressing local, regional and globally based competitive issues are in demand by respondents, with ten businesses already
engaged in some form of collaborative arrangement with other businesses within the mining and engineering sector or in support industries. The formality of the collaboration varied between businesses. Fourteen of these business collaborations (83%) had been operating for greater than four years.

There is considerable support for the broad concept of building on these existing networking arrangements, with the majority of respondents willing to follow the idea further.

This is consistent with the advantages of networking that were identified for the respondents’ businesses, including the provision and sharing of specialised machinery, assisting peak workload pressures and when additional technical assistance is required. These suggest that certain characteristics of networking and clusters are required by the respondent businesses – neither one or the other is likely to suffice.

There was no evidence to suggest that businesses of a particular size were more likely to be in favour of industry networking or cluster development.

4.4 Preferred structure and function

The vast majority of respondents indicated favourably to have existing businesses within the mining and engineering sector involved in a future network/cluster. Although support for local government involvement was given by the majority of respondents, there was little willingness to engage State and/or Federal Government departments in any networking initiative. There was some interest in linking business with the local universities and training institutions, however, there was considerable resentment of TAFE shown in a number of responses. This lack of willingness to join with the education sector to improve training outcomes is contrary to the experiences of successful clusters identified in the literature.

There was no consensus on how a network/cluster should operate in terms of formality/informality, reflecting the different expectations of the potential participants. Those favouring less formality are more likely to wish to belong to a
cluster, those hoping for greater formality may be happier with a networking arrangement.

There was considerable agreement over what a ‘network’ would actually do including assistance with marketing, access to communication (including the establishment of a database and website), sharing labour, sharing machinery and staff recruitment, and this is in line with existing literature citing improved access, closer relationships and better information. As already identified, such a structure exhibits characteristics of both networks and clusters.

There was also considerable agreement over what a network/cluster should not be like. It was important that the network not take up too much time. Concern was also shown over potential threats to competitiveness, particularly in terms of ‘stealing’ personnel, products and/or ideas, and what happens if conflict develops between participating businesses. Given that competitiveness and labour shortage were identified as the most likely impediments to further business growth, this result is not unexpected.

4.5 Limitations/challenges

The pilot study faced a number of challenges, including limited and incomplete information on sector participants. Literature suggests that successful networks and clusters require a larger participant base than what exists within the OCB region.

Second, the wide range of business organizations, i.e. from sole traders employing no or small numbers of staff, to publicly listed companies made comparative data analysis difficult. Third, the boundaries of the existing networks are currently unclear, i.e. it is difficult to determine whether a business is a sector participant as opposed to one which provides a service to the sector. Fourth, a lack of participation from mining companies, despite their being dominant participants in the sector, has potentially confounded the results. Unravelling the complexity of having one or two dominant participants in the sector yet apparently unwilling to engage in networking, is of likely to be of significance. Finally determining the extent to which support for ‘networking’ is support for ‘cluster’ development.
V. Conclusion

The literature suggests that it is difficult to initiate associations (particularly networks) between businesses from scratch unless social and regional embeddedness can be achieved. That is, networking is seen to be integral to the culture of relevant sector/s and to the regional economy in which the network is located. The responses in this study suggest that although there are many readily acknowledged benefits to networking there is much to be done to achieve a positive networking outcome.

Overall, it appears that participant expectations of ‘networking’ has a little more in common with the theoretical definition and characteristics of networking than they do with the theoretical definition and characteristics of ‘clusters’. That is, their key requirements of any enhanced association between businesses in the sector are for extending market outreach, acquiring costly resources and cost reduction. On the other hand, their expectations from ‘networking’ lie in improved access to labour markets and suppliers, and their differing perceptions of the importance of membership are closer to expectations normally attached to clusters. Further work is needed to identify a structure of association that best meets the needs of participants.

In this context it appears that successful networking (perhaps including cluster development) will require, at the very least, an in-depth qualitative study looking at factors underpinning existing conflict within the mining and engineering sector. This will assist in the identification of the complexities of input competition.

The development of a long-term (five to seven year) strategy for achieving cultural change in the mining and engineering sector, incorporating plans to enhance social capital within the sector and in line with the results of the study outlined above is also required. This will be a key to improving the trust and reciprocity so critical to successful cross sector collaboration. However, its establishment is likely to be extremely challenging given that input competition between participating businesses is particularly high. It is possible that the OCB councils may have a role to play in enhancing social capital; ideally working with members of the sector. Whatever strategy is decided upon to achieve this must acknowledge that a long-term commitment will be required. Change will not happen overnight.
Minimal staff turnover in supporting agencies is critical to facilitate the formation of the network cluster in at least the first five years of establishment.

Further exploration of other ways in which business owners can be assisted in overcoming key impediments to growth is also required. For example, they may be able to draw upon existing financial capital illustrated in low debt/equity ratios.

Efficient and effective communication between the University and participating councils, particularly given the movement of key council staff out of their original positions during the course of any further study is imperative.

Thus, although there is considerable interest in developing enhanced networking and clusters, there remains much foundational work to be done before it is likely that these innovative business development strategies are probable to succeed in the mining and engineering sector in OCB.
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